Anodized Finish Limited Warranty

Customer: _____________________________

Project: _____________________________

Architectural Firm: _____________________

This warranty is in addition to the Coral Architectural Product’s standard product warranty.

Coral Architectural Products ("CAP") warrants for a period of two (2) years, from the from the date of substantial completion
of the project provided however that the Limited Warranty shall begin in no event later than six months from date of initial
shipment, materials from CAP’s plant, that all exposed aluminum on the above project furnished by CAP shall conform to the
following:

The said aluminum will not develop excessive fading or excessive non-uniformity of color, and will not crack, peel, pit or cor-
rode, all within the limits defined as follows:

“Excessive fading” means that all change in color during the period of this warranty shall not exceed 10% or a value of 4,
whichever is greater, above or below the original limits of acceptable color range for the color specified, as color is expressed in
units of color measures (DELTA E) derived by photoelectric trisinulus colorimetry as described by circular B-429 of the National
Bureau of Standards.

“Excessive non-uniformity” means non-uniform fading during the period of the warranty to the extent that adjacent panels
have a color difference greater that the original limits of acceptable color expressed in the same system of color measurement
described above.

“Will not pit or corrode” means that there shall be no pitting or other type of corrosion discernible by the naked eye from a
distance of 10 feet resulting from the natural elements in the atmosphere at the project site.

This Warranty applies only if such anodized material is installed in strict accordance with CAP’s recommended practices and
maintained in accordance with American Architectural Manufacturers Association (AAMA) Publication Number 609.1 “Volun-
tary Guide Specification for Cleaning and Maintenance of Architectural Anodized Aluminum”. AAMA Publication No. 609.1 will
be furnished upon request. This Warranty does not cover, and CAP hereby expressly disclaims, all liability for and with respect to
any material which has been subject to abuse, alteration, modification, neglect, misuse, abnormal use, accident, fire, war, flood,
earthquake or acts of God.

The sole and exclusive remedy with respect to this Warranty shall be repair or replacement of the defective material or repay-
ment by CAP of the purchase price paid therefore. CAP reserves the right to select the remedy.

The foregoing is extended solely to the Customer and is granted IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER GUARANTEES AND WARRANTIES,
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT THE GENERALITY OF THE FOREGOING, ANY GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
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